
1628 Union Street  .  San Francisco  .  CA 94123   .   Ph 415.310.7354
Appoinments Required. Book Online At www.ModVellum.com

For each appointment a technician will provide a post-treatment consultation that is custom tailored to fit your needs. This treatment will  
consist of a product regimen plus a package of treatments. A client intake form will be provided. If you have concerns following your treatment 

you can send an email to ModVellum@gmail.com.  Charges on your statement will appear as ModVellum.  
Employees are prohibited from using personal credit card devices. All sales are final.

MedExpressRx Treatment  40 minutes  $165.00

A small tool is used to remove top layers of skin. This treatment  
is followed with a light peel. Minimum downtime to zero downtime.   
Removes superficial lines and dry skin. 

IngrownRx Facial  50 minutes   $150.00 

This facial designed for ingrowns can be done on face or any part of the  
body including bikini. Includes a light peel. Usually there is no down time.  
Do this 1 week before an event.

The 1/2 and 1/2 Facial  50 minutes   $150.00 

Our Vespa Facial with a peel and heavy extractions.

The Electric Youth Facial  50 minutes   $200.00

A 1/2 and 1/2 Facial plus our nasal labial and lip plump treatment. 

The Human Extractor Acne Treatment  65 minutes   $175.00

Includes an enzymatic treatment with disincrustation and extensive  
extractions.  No massage. 

The Vespa  50 minutes  $90.00     With Hot Hand Oil Treatment  $125.00 

The ModVellum Basic Facial with just a few extractions. 
A great introduction to the ModVellum brand. 

All ModVellum skincare products are cruelty-free, vegetarian, dye and talc free,  
Paraben free, Propylene Glycol free, Sodium Lauryl Sulfate free and organic  
whenever possible.
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Our Chemical Peels effectively manage and get rid of: Sun Damage Acne Acne  
Scarring HyperKeratosis  Hyperpigmentation Melasma Rosacea Acne Rosacea Fine/Deep  
Lines & Wrinkles Epidermal Resurfacing Stretch Marks Ingrown Hairs.

The Amnesia Peel  From $225.00 to $375.00  
This off label layered peel uses metabolic retinol derivatives, guaranteeing that we get to  
the appropriate layer of the skin... to treat the problem where it starts. When the cell  
turnover cycle is put on the fast track, skin cells come up faster and fresher.

The Get In The Ring Peel (Product prep required)  $400.00 
This is the strongest and deepest peel we have. This peel requires a 6 product prep and  
is not appropriate for ethnic skin or pregnant and lactating women. 

Basic Peels: 
Glycolic  $125.00  This peel has a bit of a bite and can reduce lines, wrinkles and acne. 

Lactic  $125.00  Reduce discoloration on the skin and fight dryness with this hydrating peel. 

Salicylic  $125.00  Very tingly and hot feeling. Really gets into those pores and kills the  
root of the breakout. Fight fire with fire! 

TCA  $125.00   A great introduction to the deeper peels and does not require a prep.  
Really smooths the skin and reduces pigment. Phenomenal for acne.  

Fire And Ice Treatment (3rd party vouchers not accepted) $165.00  
Our fast action Lactic and Acai peel feels like little mosquito bites. Do not worry–our  
warm ice mask cools the skin instantly and peels off for a refreshing result.  
A great pre-party treatment.  

MicroFILE (Applied Corneotherapy)  $165.00 
Our version of microdermabrasion but we use enzymes during the process.

Nano (Needle-Free) Collagen Propagation (3rd party vouchers not accepted) $375.00 
The low cost alternative to FULL FACE fillers. This is non-invasive and safe for any age.  
Reduces nasal labial folds and wrinkles.  

Oil Change (Our Signature Acne Peel)  From $150.00 to $250.00 
Acne is just awful isn’t it?  We know, you never had it as a teenager, so why now?   
The truth is there are many causes of acne but only one thing can help it clear up  
quickly...regular maintenance and prevention of the condition.  
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NYC Style Sphinx Bikini Wax 
With luke warm wax  $65 
With blue hard wax   $75  
Otherwise known as the “Playboy”  
or “Brazilian” wax.  

Arch-ictecture (Brows)  $35

If your brows look like the golden  
arches, it’s time to come by.

Secret Stashe (Lip)  $20

The Chinster (Chin)  $15

Pit Stop (Underarms)  $30

Inner Butt   $38

Butt Cheek  $40

The Paleo (Back Wax)  $55

From Hippie To Hipster (Leg Wax)  $90

This one goes from the ankle up to the hip.

The “We Can Do It” Arm Wax  $55

Knee Deep (Half Leg)  $55

Breast Wax  $35

Hollywood  $50.00 
Eyebrows (sculpting and henna) 

Lash Extensions  $250.00

Glamour set 

Lash Extensions  $185.00

Natural Girl set 

Lash Extensions  $99.00

Weekender 

Lash Extensions   $75.00

Refill 30 minutes 

Lash Extensions  $90.00

Refill 45 minutes 


